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ABOUT THIS SEMINAR:
In this talk, an insight in the deficits of modern conventional numerical simulations in calculating the
return channel flow of radial compressors at high flow coefficients will be given. It is  clarified that
respecting of turbulent effects, especially in the 180° -bend, is of utmost importance when using numerical
methods. Comparison between experimental and numerical data exhibits an insufficient turbulent energy
and momentum transport in transversal flow direction when applying two-equation turbulence models
for numerical simulations. Thus, such turbulence models are unsuitable for automated design and
optimization of return channel geometries. The failing turbulence consideration leads to inhomogeneous
flow profiles within the return channel. Thus, optimization approaches only based on numerical data will
result in declined stage performance.

Results of numerical simulations using advanced turbulence models, for example Reynolds-Stress models,
show only little better accord with experimental data regarding the flow profiles. However, the system of
equations becomes more unstable because of additional equations in the turbulence model.
Furthermore, the computational demand increases as the number of equations increases. Finally, results
of a large eddy simulation which resolves large turbulent structures in space and time show best accord
with experimental data. Unfortunately, using such calculations is noneconomical for industrial purpose
because of enormous computing times up to several months per operating point. Thus, conventional
turbulence models must be improved based on experimental and numerical data. This talk concludes with
an approach, based on experimental data and data obtained from the large eddy simulation, to improve
conventional turbulence models and to better consider the turbulent transport.
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